YOUSORT WORLD INVESTMENT AND
PARTNERSHIP MODULES
Modes through which every investor or partner can become part of YouSort
World. YouSort World, building businesses around the world; wherever, whenever; a world of
business possibilities! Exploiting the business side of Africa; YouSort, the gateway of business
establishment in Africa!
YouSort World has been incorporated as a business entity to carry out various legal business
activities as stated in its regulations. In consultation with the stakeholders, YouSort World
may require the participation of other investors in its financing activities for returns or
profit. Considering the viable portfolios of YouSort World, it is very clear that the company
has great prospects and therefore investors are guaranteed of value for money and returns
on their investment without fail.
YouSort World therefore has opened its doors for all potential investors for capital injection
in through any of the models of choice or convenience.

1. Equity Financing:
YouSort World is registered as a limited liability company and therefore given the right to
issue its shares to the public. The prospective investors in this category of financing are the
ordinary shareholders and are therefore entitled to residual returns on their investment in

proportion to their shareholdings. Considering the prospect of YouSort World based on its
business portfolios, the public is encouraged to opt for this financing module.
2. Loan Capital/ Debt Financing
This financing module is available to investors who are interested in fixed returns on their
investment. Such fixed returns will be determined to take into account the prevailing market
rates and negotiated agreement between relevant parties. This financing may take the form
of:
i. Preference Shares
ii. Long-term bank loan and
iii. Debenture

3. Work and Pay module
Under this model, investors or business partners help secure assets (cars and buses for the
transport portfolio, and other equipment, etc) for YouSort World to obtain the use of these
assets for the business to generate returns and payback the cost of the assets. This will be a
legal agreement between YouSort World and investors or partners specifying the terms and
conditions for the module. YouSort World is ready to partner with interested investors and
automobile dealers to enter into the “Work and Pay” agreement for cars, busses and other
needed resources for the various company’s portfolios.

4. Portfolio Adoption
YouSort World CO. Ltd has also opened up this friendly business module where investors
and partners are in an agreed terms, allowed to control and manage a particular portfolio
for an agreed number of years and handover the portfolio management and control back
to YouSort when the agreed number of years undersigned elapses. The module will be
rolled out on application and negotiation with interested investors and partners.
5. Angel equity.
The owners of YouSort World are ready to share their ownership rights with prospective
investors who have the knowledge and resources in the various portfolios of the company.
Individual investors who are ready to partner with YouSort World are warmly welcome.
The pioneering owners are ready to negotiate with new members who are willing to invest
in YouSort World for common and mutual beneficial interest.
6. Government Support/ Guarantees
YouSort World has a prospect to become a giant business entity to offer massive employment
to teaming unemployed youth, notwithstanding its tax and other social obligations to the
state. Therefore, the owners of YouSort World are exploring available avenues to engage the

Government of Ghana to serve as a guarantor in the acquisition of various resources needed
for the smooth take-off of the various ventures.

